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• OUTLINE 
– The problem 
– GISIN as a solution 
– GISIN data models 
– GLEDN as an example 



Why are we here today? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GISIN’s purpose:Improve info sharingStandardize contentFacilitate modelingEnable creation of “watch lists”Improve our ability to prioritize species and generate an effective response



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an image that shows the diversity of formats in which data and information are contained.Furthermore, the institutions that collect new biodiversity and ecosystem data are diverse in scale, ranging from the backyard naturalist to universities to land managers to state and federal agencies. So there exists not only the challenge of researching biodiversity, but the challenge of communicating and integrating the resulting information that comes in all scales, formats, and sizes.  And perhaps the most common (and infamous) blockage to sharing information in an ongoing basis is that too much knowledge is never written at all. It stays in the synapses of the human brain and is lost with the individual.

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.xisp.org/images/icon_database.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.xisp.org/&h=146&w=200&sz=9&tbnid=IKWeRrM7IA4J:&tbnh=72&tbnw=98&start=6&prev=/images?q=Database+icon&hl=en&lr=


Diverse Data Sources 

• Publications 
• GPS 
• PDA 
• Excel Spreadsheets 
• Databases 
• Web Sites 

 

• Individuals 
• Academic 
• NGO 
• Government 
• International 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a lot of different data sources – both types (publications, GPS, etc) and organizations (individuals, academics, etc)



Databases just in the US – all 
different 

Crall AW, Meyerson LA, Stohlgren TJ, Jarnevich CS, Newman GJ, Graham J. 2006. Show me the numbers: what 
data currently exist for non-native species in the USA? Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment 4: 414-418. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are a lot of databases out there, …We have over 200 registered invasive species web sites on the GISIN List- There is a huge amount of data, the problem is getting to it.



GISIN As A Solution 

Global Invasive Species Information Network 



              

           

        
              
        

What is GISIN? 

http://www.gisin.org 

• Provides a global platform for sharing 
invasive species info via Internet  

• Virtual organization 



GISIN 

• Global Invasive Species Information 
Network 
– International organization of invasive species 

data providers 
– Working towards a standards-based network 

for exchange of data 
– Network is designed and prototyped 

• www.gisin.org - live 
• Ibis-test.nrel.colostate.edu/gisin - test 

– Working with TDWG, GBIF, GEO 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The GISIN is an international virtual organization of invasive species data providers who are workings towards a network to exchange invasive species data.  We have implemented the network as GISIN 1.0 that is available at www.gisin.org.  We also have a test machine that we will be using in the training today where people can test uploading data without messing up the quality of data on the live server.  GISIN is working with other international organizations who develop data standards and work to share biodiversity information.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Common data sharing issue – why join a network where data ownership is lost?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
GISIN was formed by data providers, whose first and foremost worry is losing control of the data and recognition for providing it.Working together, and separately.Expandable.Producing search results that specify, and link back to, the data sources.
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Presentation Notes
GISIN was formed by data providers, whose first and foremost worry is losing control of the data and recognition for providing it.Working together, and separately.Expandable.Producing search results that specify, and link back to, the data sources.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
GISIN was formed by data providers, whose first and foremost worry is losing control of the data and recognition for providing it.Working together, and separately.Expandable.Producing search results that specify, and link back to, the data sources.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of an IAS database can be as different as the different ways to store data.



GISIN Data Model Concepts 

Enabling Invasive Species Data Interchange 



Protocols 

• Protocol = Agreed upon language for data 
exchange 
– File formats, HTTP, KML 
– Dictates what can and cannot be exchanged 

• Types of protocols 
– DarwinCore: Loose 

• Country: United States, US, Estados Unidos, etc. 
– GISIN: “tighter” 

• UN Country codes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples include Google, Yahoo, GBIFTypes of protocols include DarwinCore, written for museum data, that has ‘loose’ fields.  This means there are many free-form text fields.  With the GISIN protocol we tried to standardize more of the fields to make it easier to integrate and use data.  For example, we don’t allow free-form text entries for the concept ‘Country’ but have data providers map their values to UN Country codes so we can easily tell what data are for the same country from different providers.



GISIN Protocol 

• Based on DarwinCore 
– Added concepts for invasive species 
– Provided controlled vocabularies where possible 

and needed 

• Data Models 
– Occurrences 
– SpeciesStatus 
– SpeciesResourceURLs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The GISIN protocol is based on Darwin core, but we modified it to include concepts specific to invasive species and to provide controlled vocabularies where possible.  As mentioned in previous sections, ]there are three finalized data models in the GISIN protocol.Audience: This document is an introduction to the Darwin Core standard and is meant to provide the background, reasons, and basic information about sharing (either as a publisher or user of) biodiversity information. Further details on specific aspects of the standard and its use can be found in the pages shown in the Table of Contents in the upper left of every page or in the References section of this page.What is the Darwin Core?The Darwin Core is body of standards. It includes a glossary of terms (in other contexts these might be called properties, elements, fields, columns, attributes, or concepts) intended to facilitate the sharing of information about biological diversity by providing reference definitions, examples, and commentaries. The Darwin Core is primarily based on taxa, their occurrence in nature as documented by observations, specimens, and samples, and related information. Included are documents describing how these terms are managed, how the set of terms can be extended for new purposes, and how the terms can be used. The Simple Darwin Core [SIMPLEDWC] is a specification for one particular way to use the terms - to share data about taxa and their occurrences in a simply structured way - and is probably what is meant if someone suggests to "format your data according to the Darwin Core".



• Data model = data type of interest 
 
• Six data models 

– Three implemented 
• Species Resource URL 
• Species status 
• Occurrence 

– Three in progress 
• Management status 
• Impact status 
• Dispersal status 

Occurrence Data:  
9+ data providers 

GISIN DATA MODELS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SpeciesStatus	 Implemented	 Represents the status of a species in a given area. This includes whether the species is native or non-native and whether it causes harm.SpeciesResourceURL	 Implemented	 Contains URLs (web links) to resources for an invasive species. This can include species profile pages, images, and other content.Occurrence	 	Implemented	 	These records contain a species, date, and location for where the species was observed.ManagementStatus	 Defined		 Contains information on how an invasive species is being managed in a given areaImpactStatus		 Defined		 The types of impacts a species is having in an areaDispersalStatus	 Defined		 Where a species came from, how it was introduced, and how it is moving through an area



Some Definitions 

• Data Models: Type of data 
• Concepts 

– Fields 
– Parameters 

• Data types: 
– String: Names, descriptions 
– Enumerated: Yes/No, Indigenous/Exotic 
– Date: “2010-11-20” 
– Integer: Number of records to return 
– Floating Point: Longitude/Latitude 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get too far into the protocol, we want to provide you with some definitions.  Again, a data model refers to the types of data being provided.  Within each data model there are concepts, and these can be either fields (such as country) or parameters (such as number of records).  There are five different data types associated with the concepts.  Strings can be free-form text fields; enumerated fields are ones with controlled vocabularies such as origin.  Dates must be specified as yyyy-mm-dd.  There are also integer fields (number of records – a whole number) and floating point fields such as decimal latitude.



Data model concepts 

• Concepts = elements within data model 
 

• Common and data model specific 
 

• Required and optional 
 

• Free form and controlled vocabulary  
– Used standards where exist 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concepts, again, are elements within a data model.  There are concepts that are shared among data models – common concepts – such as scientific name.  There are also data model specific concepts such as the concept ‘origin’ in the species status data model.  Concepts can also be required or optional.  Each data model has a core set of concepts that are required to make the records at all useful, such as scientific name, and then many more concepts that would be useful to have if data providers collect that information.  Our goal was to be as inclusive as possible.There are also free form fields and controlled vocabulary.  Again, to make data integration easier we tried to use controlled vocabulary in the protocol as much as possible.



Enumerated 

• Controlled Vocabularies 
• Allows interchange of data at different levels 

of detail 
• Do not capture all the detail of each provider 
• Intended to be mutually exclusive  

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enumerated fields are ones with controlled vocabulary.  Again, we did this to allow the interchange of data at different levels of detail.  We will not capture all the details of each provider using controlled vocabulary, but we will be able to integrate more across data sets.  This highlights the importance of links back to data providers, where GISIN cache data users can find more details if desired.  The controlled vocabulary is intended to be mutually exclusive – each record in a provider’s database should match with a single GISIN value.



Common Field Concepts 

• Descriptive 
– Citation 
– Memo 
– Language (r) 

• Species 
– ScientificName (R) 
– Kingdom (R) 

• GlobalUniqueIdentifier  
• Dates 

– DateLastModified 
– EndValidDate 
– StartValidDate 

• Location 
– CountryCode 
– StateProvince 
– CountyName 
– DateLastModified 
– LocalityName 
– LocalityType 
– LocationStandard 
– LocationValue 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the common field concepts across data models in the GISIN protocol.  We’ve highlighted commonly required fields with (R).  The capital R is for fields required by all data models no matter what.  The little r, next to language, indicates that the language field is always required if any text field is filled out.



GUIDs 

• Global unique identifier 
– Will accept existing GUIDs, if provided  
– If not provided, recommend DwC-recommended 

standard and authority for persistent and 
resolvable GUIDs 

– www.gisin.org/guid will be the authority for now  
– GUID permalink 
gisin.org/guid/[InstitutionCode]/[CollectionCode]/[CatalogNumber]  
 

Example: gisin.org/guid/niiss/godm/34654 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A GUID is important for resolving duplicate records.



Descriptive Concepts 

• Language 
– Required if any text is provided 

• Memo 
– Additional information from providers 

• Citation 
– Appropriate citation for each record 
– Must be maintained as data is repeated (retain 

previous provider citation) 
• GUIDs also helpful for this 

 

Available for all data models. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Descriptive concepts are available for all data models.  Only language is ever required, and this is only if any textual field, such as the other descriptive fields, are filled out.  The citation, along with a GUID, can be a useful way to track data records back to the original source, especially when the data provider is an aggregator of records.



SPECIES (Required - all) 

• Scientific Name 
– Specific epithet for the species 
– Prefer “Genus species” without 

author 
– “Bromus tectorum” 
– “Tamarix” 
 

• Kingdom (enumerated) 
– Required to remove ambiguity 
– Can be set for an entire file 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Species information fields are required for all data models.  Scientific name should consist of Genus species only.  Kingdom is an enumerated concept, and it can be set for an entire file.  So, for example, if your data set only contains plant data, you can specify the kingdom as ‘Plantae’ for the entire data set.



• Date format must be: YYYY-
MM-DD 
 

• Several date fields 
 

• Specify temporal precision 
– Collection dates only? 
– Year, month, or day 

 

• Start and end date can  
    be the same 

 

DATE (Required - all) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many different ways to specify dates, and we choose one to make dates easily comparable between providers.  There are many different concepts that are dates.  Currently we request (not require) temporal precision (date accurate to day month or year) only for collection dates, but plan to implement it for every date field.  There are several dates like collection date that have a start and end (startcollectiondate, endcollectiondate), and these values can be the same.



• One required by: 
– SpeciesStatus 
– Occurrence 
 

• 3 Methods of specifying location 
in use: 
– Latitude/Longitude 

(Occurrence only) 
– Locality: An enumerated type 

with a name 
– Location: an enumerated 

standard with a code 

LOCATION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both species status and occurrence require a location.  Locations can be defined in 3 different ways, 2 for species status and 3 for occurrences.  For occurrences only, latutude and longitude are preferred.  For both data models you could specify a locations using the locality fields or the location fields.



Location 

• LocationStandard:  
– USA_FIPS, USA_HUC, AR_PostalCode  

• LocationValue:  
– Varies with standard 

 
 

Contact us about adding additional standards. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final way to provide location information is through the paired location fields, location standard and location value.  As I mentioned in the last slide, this would be a way for you to provide unambiguous state/ province and county information by using the LocationStandard USA_FIPS and the LocationValue of the USA_FIPS code.  These standards can be expanded if you contact us with suggestions.



Latitude/Longitude 

• Required: 
– Decimal Latitude: 40.123 
– Decimal Longitude: -105.23 

• Optional: 
– HorizontalDatum*: WGS84, HARN 
– HorizontalAccuracy: In meters 
– GeoreferenceProtocol (enumerated) 

 
 *Datum should be required 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we said on the last slide, latitude and longitude are the preferred way to specify a location for occurrence data.  If one of them is provided, the other must be as well.  They must be decimal latitude/ longitude rather than degrees minutes seconds.  Also, we will be requiring you to specify the data along with the coordinates.  You may also provide horizontal accuracy, in meters, and the georeference protocol, which is enumerated.  Options for it include methods such as GPS or map.



• CountryCode 
– Standard: Country code (ISO 3166) 
 

• StateProvince 
– Text in country’s primary language 
 

• CountyName  
– Text in country’s primary language 
 

• Locality 
– LocalityType (enumerated): Waterbody, 

Locality (city), Island, etc. 

– LocalityName: Name of the area 

LOCALITY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way to define a location is via the locality concepts.  These include four different possibilities.  There are countrycode, stateprovince, and countyname concepts that relate to specific names.  Only countrycode is currently controlled vocabulary, but for state and county you could provide unambiguous information by using the location fields I’ll describe on the next slide.  There are also two other paired fields – LocalityType and LocalityName.  LocalityType is an enumerated field that can be expanded by contacting us to request other things be added.  It is meant to include things like waterbodies and islands.  This type is then paired with a LocailityName that is free form text.We can expand the locality types



Occurrences 

• Required Concepts: 
– ScientificName 
– Kingdom 
– Any type of location 

• Coordinates, Locality, or 
Location 

 
 

• Optional: 
– StartCollectionDate 
– EndCollectionDate 
– TemporalPrecision 
 
– GeoreferenceProtocol  
– HorizontalAccuracy 

(with coordinates) 
– Datum 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the concepts for the data model Occurences.  There are additional non-required shared concepts that I went over in earlier slides (memo, citation, etc).  The required fields include scientific name, kingdom, and any of the three ways to provide a location.  Additional optional fields specific to the occurrence data model include those in the left column.



Using GISIN: An Example 

Great Lakes Early Detection Network 
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Additional Initiatives 

North American Invasive Species Network 



              

           

        

GISIN chosen as the information system for NAISN 

Formally organized in November 2010 
A non-profit organization consisting of centers of 
excellence in invasive species science 
Learn more about NAISN at http://www.naisn.org  

http://www.naisn.org
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NAISN: Future Plans 
 Create an invasive Species network to provide 

on the ground services for coordination of: 
 



              

           

        
              
        

Questions? 

TDWG BioBlitz, Woods Hole Massachusetts, October 2010 
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